; languages dealt with directly in this paper are shown in red). The family is generally considered an isolate; however, recent work has suggested links to Mixe-Zoque (Brown et al. 2011) and Chitimacha (Brown et al. 2014). Although the family has only recently become the object of serious investigation and description, the focus has been largely on its (admittedly spectacular) morphology; little has been written about syntax, and even less about the structure of complex clauses. Relative clauses in particular seem to have been given short shrift-which is surprising, given that from what we do know about them they seem to have some unusual properties. Consider the example in (1) from Upper Necaxa Totonac, the language for which we currently have the most data on relativization: 
Figure 1: Location of Totonacan Languages
(1) ʔawa̰ čá̰ n [tiː taliːtatsḛ́ ʔa ḭstsḭːká̰ n] ʔawa̰ čá̰ -n [tiː ta-liː-ta-tsḛʔ-a ḭš-tsḭː-ka̰ n Ø SUB ] boy-PL HREL 3PL.SUB-INST-DCS-hide-IMPF 3POSS-mother-PL.PO __ 'those boys that hide behind their mother('s skirts)'
Here we see a typical relative construction with an overt nominal, ʔawa̰ čá̰ n 'boys', being modified by a subordinate clause. The modified noun, or head of the relative clause, is external to the relative clause itself and is linked to it by a relativizer-in this case, the animate (human) relativizer, tiː. The head of the relative clause corresponds to the subject of the embedded verb, which is elided or gapped, and the relative construction as a whole can be considered subjectcentred (i.e., the head of the clause is co-referential with the subject of the subordinated verb). Upper Necaxa also allows headless relative clauses (a.k.a. free relatives), as in (2):
Upper Necaxa Totonac (2) [tiː taliːtatsḛ́ ʔa ḭstsḭːká̰ n]
[tiː ta-liː-ta-tsḛʔ-a ḭš-tsḭː-ka̰ n Ø SUB ] HREL
3PL.SUB-INST-DCS-hide-IMPF 3POSS-mother-PL.PO __ 'those that hide behind their mother('s skirts)'
In a construction like this, the head of the relative clause is elided. The subject in (2) is also gapped, but the relative remains subject-centred and the referent of the construction as a whole is the subject of the embedded clause. Such constructions in Upper Necaxa function quite happily as arguments of verbs, like any other noun phrase, and are frequent in text.
In addition to the constructions in (1) and (2), Upper Necaxa also allows a third possibility, shown in (3):
Upper Necaxa Totonac (3) [tiː taliːtatsḛ́ ʔa ʔawa̰ čá̰ n ḭstsḭːká̰ n]
[tiː ta-liː-ta-tsḛʔ-a ʔawa̰ čá̰ -n ḭš-tsḭː-ka̰ n] HREL 3PL.SUB-INST-DCS-hide-IMPF boy-PL 3POSS-mother-PL.PO 'those boys that hide behind their mother('s skirts)'
In (3), there is no overt nominal head external to the subordinate clause. Instead, what appears to be the head, ʔawa̰ čá̰ n 'boys', is found inside the embedded clause, in this case immediately following the verb. This type of construction is what is referred to as an internally-headed relative clause. Cross-linguistically, internally-headed relative clauses are comparatively rare, and they are even rarer in languages where, as in Upper Necaxa, they are an infrequent, as opposed to a dominant, type of relative clause (Dryer 2013) .
Another notable feature of the constructions in (1)-(3) is the element tiː, which is used exclusively in relative clauses with animate (human) heads and which has a counterpart, tuː, used with inanimates (non-humans). While these are typically labeled "relativizers" in grammatical descriptions of Totonacan languages, this term is actually (and probably deliberately) vague in that it does not make it clear whether the relativizers are to be understood as subordinators or complementizers-linking elements in the clause signalling/licensing subordination-or as relative pronouns, pronominal elements standing in for the relativized argument of the embedded verb. The fact that they encode animacy, a characteristic of nouns, suggests that they might in fact be pronouns, as does the fact that in several of the languages in the family, like Upper Necaxa, they are homophonous with the interrogative pronouns, tiː 'who?' and tuː 'what?'. On the other hand, the relativizers are not, as canonical relative pronouns are, inflected for case, nor is animacy a morphological or inflectional category that manifests itself in other kinds of pronouns or in any other area of the grammar. So, not only does Upper Necaxa have the crosslinguistically unusual internally-headed type of relative clause, there is also an analytical question at play here as to the exact nature of the relativizers that appear in the relative constructions. As this paper will argue, these two phenomena are linked, and the presence of the internally-headed construction in (3) can be used to show that the relativizers are best not analyzed as relative pronouns in the usual sense, but should instead be described as complementizers that, perhaps unusually, agree with a semantic feature of the head of the relative constructions that they introduce. This agreement, naturally, has a diachronic explanation which is revealed by a comparative examination of relativization strategies across the family.
The remainder of this paper will proceed as follows. Section 1 offers a brief description of Upper Necaxa Totonac, focusing on the structure of the simple clause, while Section 2 gives a detailed account of relativization in that language. In Section 3, I survey what is known about relativization in the rest of the family. The data available is rather sketchy as there are only one or two dedicated descriptions of relative clauses in other Totonacan languages; nevertheless, a reasonably coherent picture of the family, and how the different branches of Totonacan compare to each other and to Upper Necaxa, can be arrived at by culling through texts and other sources. Section 4 will assess the implications of the comparative picture for the diachronic development of the different relativization strategies, and will propose an analysis of the relativizers that supports the claim that they are best described as complementizers, at least in Upper Necaxa and the other languages in the family that allow internally-headed relative clauses.
Upper Necaxa Totonac
Upper Necaxa Totonac is a member of the Northern Totonac branch of the Totonacan language family, spoken by 3,293 people (INEGI 2010) in the Necaxa River Valley in northern Puebla State, Mexico. Like all Totonacan languages, Upper Necaxa can be characterized as polysynthetic and primarily head-marking in the sense of Nichols (1986) . Verbs agree in person and number with their syntactic subjects; transitive verbs also agree with their objects:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (4) ḭkaːpaːɬ'áːɬ pá̰ šnḭ ḭk-kaː-paː-ɬ'aː-lḭ pá̰ šnḭ 1SG.SUB-PL.OBJ-belly-cut.deeply-PFV pig 'I gutted the pigs.'
In (4) we see the verb paːɬ'aː 'X cuts Y's belly deeply' bearing the first-person singular subject prefix ḭk-and the plural object prefix, kaː-. The object-noun itself, pá̰ šnḭ 'pig' is unmarked for number, which is an optional category for nouns, the preferred locus for number-marking in the clause being on the verb. The categories of person and number of object are marked separately, as in (5): Upper Necaxa Totonac (5) kaːtatṵ́ ksnḭ kaː-ta-tṵks-n-lḭ PL.OBJ-3PL.SUB-hit-2OBJ-PFV 'They hit you guys.'
Here, the person of the object is encoded by the suffix, -n 'second-person object', while the plural number of the object is indicated by the same prefix, kaː-'plural object', that we saw in (4). Third-person singular subjects, third-person objects, and the singular of objects are morphological zeros (and in this paper will not be included in the glossing to avoid cluttering the presentation).
In multivalent clauses, verbs can also agree in person with a second object, if that object is first-or second-person:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (6) wan tsṵma̰ xáːt, kintaːtá̰ kista̰ ːmaškíːn wan tsṵma̰ xáːt kin-taːtá̰ kin-staː-maškíː-n say girl 1POSS-father 1OBJ-sell-give-2OBJ 'The girl says, "My father sold me to you." ' This example shows the trivalent verb sta̰ ːmaškíː 'X sells Y to Z', used in this context to refer to the exchange of a girl for a dowry, agreeing with both a second-person and a first-person object. Upper Necaxa is a primary-object language in the sense of Dryer (1986) , making the secondperson recipient in this clause the primary object and the first-person theme the secondary object.
3 Copular clauses can have either nominal (7) or adjectival (8) predicate complements:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (7) šantíɬ šwanḭ́ ː ḭšnaːná̰ Xiwán šantíɬ ḭš-wan-nḭː ḭš-naːná̰ Xiwan shaman PAST-be-PF 3POSS-grandmother Juan 'Juan's grandmother was a shaman.' (8) kiɬstayanka̰ tṵnká̰ tsa̰ má mačíːta̰ kiɬ-stayánka̰ =tṵnká̰ tsa̰ má mačíːta̰ mouth-sharp=very that machete 'That machete is very sharp.'
The copula is based on the verb wan 'be' and is immediately preceded by its complement, as it is in other Totonacan languages. In the past tense, the copula is invariably inflected in the past perfect, and in the future it takes the future imperfective form nawán. It is generally omitted in the present tense, as here in (8), but may optionally be realized in the present imperfective form, wan. Also of note in (8) is the head-marked possessive construction ḭšnaːná̰ Xiwán 'Juan's grandmother' in which the possessed NP is inflected for the person of the possessor. The plurality of the possessor is optionally indicated by the suffix -ka̰ n (e.g., ḭšnaːna̰ ká̰ n Xiwán ʔeː Tséntṵ 'Juan and Rosendo's grandmother').
As in the rest of the family, constituent order in Upper Necaxa clauses is extremely flexible and is governed primarily by information/communicative structure (Vallduví 1992; Mel'čuk 2001) . The communicatively unmarked order is verb-initial, placing Upper Necaxa in Dryer's (1997) VS/VO category; however, essentially any order of verb and arguments is possible for a given sentence in the appropriate context, as shown in (9):
Upper Necaxa Totonac (9) ḭščiká̰ n kaːmaškíːɬ gobierno la̰ ʔškamaniːníːn SO V S PO ḭš-čik-ka̰ n kaː-maškíː-ɬ gobierno la̰ ʔ-škamaníːn-niːn 3POSS-house-PL.PO PL.OBJ-give-PFV government APL-pauper-PL 'The government gave the poor people their houses.' kaːmaškíːɬ gobierno la̰ ʔškamaniːníːn ḭščiká̰ n V S PO SO gobierno kaːmaškíːɬ la̰ ʔškamaniːníːn ḭščiká̰ n S V PO SO la̰ ʔškamaniːníːn kaːmaškíːɬ ḭščiká̰ n gobierno PO V SO S gobierno la̰ ʔškamaniːníːn kaːmaškíːɬ ḭščiká̰ n S PO V SO, etc.
Although utterances in which all arguments are realized as NPs are relatively uncommon, sentences with all possible orders can be found in the corpus and are accepted during elicitation. Copular clauses show flexible ordering of subject and predicate phrase, but the copula, when present, is preceded immediately by its complement in all but a few examples:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (10) šantíɬ šwanḭ́ ː tsa̰ má puskáːt šantíɬ ḭš-wan-nḭː tsa̰ má puskáːt shaman PAST-be-PF that woman 'That woman was a shaman.' tsa̰ má puskáːt šantíɬ šwanḭ́ ː *tsa̰ má puskáːt šwanḭ́ ː šantíɬ *šantíɬ tsa̰ má puskáːt šwanḭ́ ː ? šwanḭ́ ː šantíɬ tsa̰ má puskáːt
The final order shown here occurs occasionally, most often in the context of elicitation-bytranslation of Spanish sentences, but it is usually rejected or corrected by speakers when offered. It seems likely to be an effect of calquing from Spanish (cf. era bruja esa mujer).
Like predicate complements, most types of adverbial are also required to precede the verb:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (11) liːškamaniːntṵnká̰ ḭšwíːɬ naḭščík tsa̰ má puskáːt liː-škamaníːn=tṵnká̰ ḭš-wiːɬ nak=ḭš-čík tsa̰ má puskáːt GNC-pauper=very PAST-sit LOC=3POSS-house that woman 'The woman lived in great poverty in her house.' liːškamaniːntṵnká̰ naḭščík ḭšwíːɬ tsa̰ má puskáːt liːškamaniːntṵnká̰ ḭšwíːɬ tsa̰ má puskáːt naḭščík liːškamaniːntṵnká̰ tsa̰ má puskáːt ḭšwíːɬ naḭščík *ḭšwíːɬ liːškamaniːntṵnká̰ naḭščík tsa̰ má puskáːt Ideophones as well as dynamic, configurational, descriptive, and manner adverbs obligatorily precede their verbal heads, while temporal and locative adverbials like naḭščík 'in her house' in (11) may be either pre-verbal or post-verbal (Beck 2008 
Relative clauses in Upper Necaxa Totonac
Relative clauses in Upper Necaxa Totonac are first described in Beck (2004) , where they are characterized as being externally-headed or headless, with a gapped argument inside the embedded clause. Relatives are introduced by what is characterized as a relativizer, either tuː or tiː, depending on the animacy of the head of the construction. Example (14) The head of the relative clause is škaːn 'water' and corresponds to the gapped object of the intransitive verb wanḭ́ 'X calls Y Z'. The clause follows its head and is introduced by the nonhuman relativizer, tuː. The relativizer appears on the left edge of the clause and in most cases immediately follows the modified noun, although there are a few examples from texts in which the relative clause is separated from its head, as in (15): Upper Necaxa Totonac (15) ḭštaa̰ kɬmaːštuní ḭštumiːnká̰ n ḭšpuskaːtká̰ n [tuː tsa̰ x šmaːn nataliːwá púɬkḭ] ḭš-ta-a̰ kɬmaːštú-ní ḭš-tumíːn-ka̰ n ḭš-puskáːt-ka̰ n [tuː tsa̰ x PAST-3PL.SUB-set.aside-BEN 3POSS-money-PL.PO 3POSS-wife-PL.PO NREL only šmaːn na-ta-liː-wa púɬkḭ Ø SO ] only FUT-3PL.SUB-INST-eat pulque __ 'They hid some of their money from their wives which they would use to drink pulque.'
The relative clause in (15), tu: tsa̰ x šmaːn nataliːwá púɬkḭ 'which they would use to drink pulque', modifies the noun ḭštumiːnká̰ n 'their money', the secondary object of the embedded verb, but is separated from it by the NP ḭšpuskaːtká̰ n 'their wives'.
Example (16) shows a relative clause introduced by the human relativizer, tiː:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (16) tačinʔó̰ ːɬ na̰ ščiká̰ n tsa̰ má kɾistiánṵ [tiː xaː kaːleːní ḭščiká̰ n] ta-čin-ʔo̰ ː-ɬ nak=ḭš-čik-ka̰ n tsa̰ má kɾistiánṵ 3PL.SUB-arrive-TOT-PFV LOC=3POSS-house-PL.PO that person
[tiː xaː kaː-leːn-nḭ Ø SO ḭš-čik-ka̰ n] HREL NEG PL.OBJ-take.away-BEN __ 3POSS-house-PL.PO 'They all came to the houses of the people from whom (the flood) hadn't taken their homes.'
In this example, the head of the relative clause, kɾistiánṵ 'person', corresponds to an object of the embedded verb leːnḭ́ 'X takes Y away from Z'. The form of the relativizer indicates that the head of the clause is human, but gives no indication of its number.
Relatives can also be formed from copular clauses, as in (17):
HREL shaman PAST-be-PF __ 'I know the woman who was a shaman.'
As in the previous examples, the relative clause immediately follows the noun it modifies and is introduced by a relativizer, in this case tiː, which encodes the animacy of the head.
Headless relative clauses are illustrated in (18) In both of these sentences, the matrix verb is wiːɬ, which literally means 'be sitting' but is also used as a general existential locative (≈ Eng. 'be there'). The headless relatives in both examples take the role of matrix subject. The relative clause in (18) is a subject-centred clause, introduced by tiː, with an animate referent, while that in (19) is an object-centred clause, introduced by tuː, with an inanimate referent. In (22), the head of the relative clause, tsṵma̰ xáːn 'girls', corresponds to the plural subject of the antipassivized verb, s'o̰ ʔanán 'X gives hugs', and occurs inside what is otherwise identical to a headless relative construction such as that in (18). That these constructions are indeed internallyheaded, rather than right-headed, can be seen in (23):
Upper Necaxa Totonac (23) po̰ ʔɬ kintama̰ ʔalakawán [tiː tsax šmaːn taliːtatsḛ́ ʔa tsa̰ má ʔawa̰ čá̰ n ḭstsḭːká̰ n] po̰ ʔɬ kin-ta-ma̰ ʔa-laka-wan [tiː tsax šmaːn fed.up 1OBJ-3PL.SUB-STM-face-say HREL just only ta-liː-ta-tsḛʔ-a tsa̰ má ʔawa̰ čá̰ -n ḭš-tsḭː-ka̰ n] 3PL.SUB-INST-DCS-hide-IMPF that boy-PL 3POSS-mother-PL.PO 'Those boys that hide behind their mother('s skirts) really bother me.'
Here the head of the construction is ʔawa̰ čá̰ n 'boys'. It functions as the subject of the embedded verb, litatsḛ́ ʔ-'X hides behind Y', which is inflected for a third-person plural subject, and appears followed by the verb's object, ḭstsḭːká̰ n 'their mother(s)'. Such constructions, while not abundant, occur naturally in spontaneous speech and are accepted readily in elicitation. Thus, it seems that Upper Necaxa allows for three types of relative clause-externally-headed, headless, and internally-headed.
Other than the presence of the relativizer, Upper Necaxa relative clauses seem virtually identical to matrix clauses and show the same flexibility with respect to the ordering of arguments-although there is a dispreference for arguments of the embedded clause in pre-verbal position. Such constructions are difficult to elicit, but examples such as (24) In this example, the primary object, ḭštéːkṵ škaːn 'the spirit of the water', precedes rather than follows the verb. Fronting of arguments in general seems to be associated with focalization (Mel'čuk 2001) , and in the examples where an element inside a relative clause is fronted there is a clear emphatic or focal attention on that element. In (24), this is reflected by the presence of the intensifying clitic =tṵnká̰ and the Spanish gloss given by the consultant, el mero dueno del agua 'the very/the one and only spirit of the water'.
Similarly, adverbials also maintain the pre-verbal position found in matrix clauses:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (25) As shown in (25), the manner adverb obligatorily precedes the verb, while the locative is permitted in either pre-verbal or post-verbal position. These rules of constituent order apply both when the clause is headless and when it is internally, rather than externally, headed.
In terms of accessibility to relativization, Upper Necaxa allows for the relativization of elements of virtually all applicable ranks on the Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan and Comrie 1977) . Examples of relatives centred on subjects, primary objects, secondary objects and possessors can be found in texts. 5 The sentence in (26) shows a subject-centred relative clause:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (26) ḭkɬoːpalá ḭščoʍká̰ n lakstín [tiː taá̰ n nakskwéla] ḭk-ɬawá-palá ḭš-čoʍ-ka̰ n lakstín [tiː ta-a̰ n Ø SUB 1SG.SUB-make-RPT 3POSS-tortilla-PL.PO children HREL 3PL.SUB-go __ nak=skwela] LOC=school 'I make food again for the children that go to school.'
Here, the head of the relative clause lakstín 'children' is coreferential with the subject of the embedded verb, taá̰ n 'they go'. A headless subject-centred relative clause is shown in (27) The headless relative here is based on the verb laní 'X happens affecting Y', which is formed by adding the benefactive applicative -nḭ́ to the light verb la 'X happens'. The gapped argument corresponds to the subject of the verb, the event that happens and affects Y.
Internally-headed subject-centred relative clauses are also attested as in (28) The reference of the relative clause in (31) is to the object of the verb ča̰ n 'X plants Y'. In this example, the verb ča̰ n is inflected for the indefinite voice, which suppresses the expression of the subject but does not promote a first-or third-person object to subject position (Beck 2004 (Beck , 2016 . Verbs in this voice have either an indefinite subject (≈ Eng. indefinite they or you) or a reflexive reading.
An internally-headed primary-object centred relative clause is shown in (32):
.SUB-make-PROG 1POSS-job 'I don't want to do my job that I'm doing.'
The head of the relative clause is the primary object of ɬawa 'X does Y', kintaskuxút 'my job', and it appears in this sentence inside the embedded clause.
An externally-headed secondary-object centred relative clause is shown in (33):
yaːwáː-nḭ-kan a̰ ʔ-tin [tuː liː-laka-ɬtaŋ-tayá-kan Ø SO ] stand-BEN-IDF CLF-one NREL INST-face-pull.taut-take-IDF __ 'They stood up against it something that they could use to pull it tight.' In (33), the head of the relative clause is the applied, secondary object of the verb liːlakaɬtaŋtayá 'X pulls Y taut with Z', formed from the verb lakaɬtaŋtayá 'X pulls Y taut' with the instrumental applicative prefix liː-. Note that in this example the head of the relative clause is a numeral classifier construction used anaphorically to mean 'something', although unlike the English something in the gloss, the expression is not necessarily indefinite (that is, in the right context the relative might have been translated as 'the thing that they could use to pull it tight').
A headless secondary-object centred relative clause is shown in (34):
PAST-go.down-IMPF LOC=sky NREL PAST-say-BEN-IDF eagle __ 'The one they called the Pichawa came down from the sky.'
The referent of the clause here is the animal being named, which corresponds to the applied object of the verb waní 'X says Y to Z', the translation equivalent of English call/name, which is formed from the verb wan 'X says Y' by adding the benefactive applicative suffix -nḭ. The same verb can be seen in an internally-headed secondary-object centred relative clause in (35) In (35) the head of the relative is the object being named, ḭšliːčḭkiːtawíːɬ 'their town', which is realized inside the embedded clause, to the left of the primary object, the name Patla.
The only type of construction that is clearly a relative clause centred on an adjunct is the locative-centred relative. Locative-centred relatives are introduced by xa̰ ː 'where', as in (36) Perhaps unsurprisingly, locative-centred relatives are more frequently headless, as in (37): Upper Necaxa Totonac (37) na̰ ká̰ n maːla̰ ʔapasníː xa̰ ː naɬa̰ ːwán na-ḭk-a̰ n maː-la̰ ʔapás-niː
where FUT-walk __ 'I'm going to go show him where he's going to walk.' While locative relatives seem to share some of the properties of relative clauses introduced by tiː and tuː, little more will be said about them in the remainder of this paper. Likewise, there are temporal constructions introduced by a̰ kšní 'when' that look very similar to relative clauses, but are not clearly attested modifying nouns. These will also be left aside in this discussion. 6 Moving further down the Accessibility Hierarchy, a look through the corpus finds possessorcentred relative clauses, like those in (38) and (39) LOC=3POSS-house __ 'They helped some of the people whose houses the mud had gotten into.'
Headless and internally-headed versions of relatives of either the possessor-or comparativecentred types have not been found or elicited, though it seems entirely possible this is simply a gap in the data rather than a specific grammatical restriction. I have not been able to elicit relative clauses centered on the standard of comparison, although I have elicited relatives centered on the subject of the comparative construction, like that in (40) 
Relative clauses in Totonacan
As we've seen in the preceding section, Upper Necaxa takes a rather free-wheeling approach to relativization, allowing externally-headed, headless, and internally-headed constructions, and permitting relativization along nearly the full length of the Accessibility Hierarchy. Constituent order in relative clauses continues to be flexible, though there seem to be discourse conditions on "fronting" NPs to a position between the verb and the relativizer. The relativizers themselves make a human/non-human animacy distinction and, in this respect (showing some sort of agreement with the head of the relative construction), resemble pronouns. Taken together, this is an unusual typological profile, particularly with respect to the presence of internally-headed relative clauses. According to Dryer (2013) , internally-headed relative clauses are rare, found in only 63 languages in his 824-language sample (7.6%) and occurring as a non-dominant (less frequent) type in only 10 (1%). The fact that internally-headed relatives in Upper Necaxa are not in any sense nominalized contradicts a universalist claim made in de Vries (2005: 18) that such structures are always nominalized, and are only found in languages that have a similar type nominalized non-relative clauses (which Upper Necaxa lacks). Likewise, de Vries (2005: 19) claims that internally-headed relatives should only be found in languages with RelN and NDet order, neither of which is true of Upper Necaxa, although a loose correlation of RelN order with the presence of internally-headed relatives clauses appears to be borne out by the data in Dryer (2013) . In the (surprising) absence of large-scale, quantitative typological studies of the Accessibility Hierarchy, it is not possible to determine how unusual access to such a wide range of elements on the Hierarchy is, though presumably it is relatively infrequent given the number of other possible language types foreseen by the Hierarchy. Given the interesting profile of Upper Necaxa relative clauses, it seems worthwhile at this point to turn to other languages in the family, with an eye towards seeing what, if any, of these features are shared by other languages in the group, and if the familial pattern sheds any light on the nature of the Upper Necaxa relativizers.
The Totonacan language family
The internal structure of the Totonacan family is still not well understood, though, as shown in Figure 2 , it is generally agreed that Totonacan languages can be divided at the highest level into two branches, Tepehua and Totonac. Tepehua is considered to consist of three languagesTlachichilco, Pisaflores, and Huehuetla, while Totonac is more highly ramified and contains an as-yet-unknown number of languages. The most basal division in the Totonac branch of the family is between the geographical outlier Misantla Totonac and the remaining Central Totonac languages. Central Totonac has traditionally been held to consist of three sub-groupingsNorthern, Sierra (a.k.a. Highland), and Lowland (Papantla). Beyond this, the relations become murkier, and there have been various proposals for grouping together Northern and Sierra against Lowland (García Rojas 1978), Lowland and Northern against Sierra (MacKay and Trechsel 2014, 2015) , and Northern against Lowland-Sierra (Ichon 1969; Davletshin 2008; Brown et al. 2011) . Presently, the weight of the evidence, particularly the lexical evidence, seems to favour the last of these. There are, in addition, further uncertainties, and particularly problematic are the affiliations of Cerro Xinolatépetl and Filomeno Mata. While Cerro Xinolatépetl is not spoken in an area contiguous with Lowland-Sierra languages (see Figure 1 above), lexical evidence suggests its affinity is with these rather than with the adjacent Northern group. Filomeno Mata is grouped by MacKay and Trechsel (2014) in the Northern branch, based on shared morphological characteristics, and it does seem to be the case that this language also shares a few lexical forms with the Northern languages; however, the bulk of the lexical isoglosses, as well as statistical measures of lexical similarity, seem to point to a closer affiliation with Lowland-Sierra. In terms of available descriptions of relativization strategies in Totonacan languages, the pickings are rather slim. For Tepehua, Smythe-Kung (2007) offers a sketch of relativization in Huehuetla, and some mention of relative clauses in Tlachichilco is made at various points in Watters (1988) . In Northern Totonac, relative clauses are mentioned in passing in the pedagogical grammar of Apapantilla prepared by Reid (1991) and there are numerous unanalyzed examples in a lexical database for the language prepared by Reid et al. (n.d.) . Relative clauses in Sierra languages are dealt with indirectly for Huehuetla Totonac in Troiani (2004) and for Coatepec in McQuown (1990) . E. Aschmann (1984) presents a much more thorough and detailed description of all types of relatives in Zapotitlán Totonac, and additional examples from this language (again, unanalyzed) can be found in the lexical database prepared by H. Aschmann (n.d.a). Likewise, a large number of unanalyzed sentences that contain relative clauses can be found in the examples in H. Aschmann's (n.d.b) lexical database for the Sierra Totonac language Coyutla. Unanalyzed translations of Spanish sentences containing relative clauses can be found for Misantla Totonac in MacKay and Trechsel (2005) , and one or two examples of relatives can be found in analyzed texts in MacKay (1999) and MacKay and Trechsel (2012b) . Beyond this, information on a few other languages can be gleaned from the interlinearized texts in Levy and Beck (2012) which contain examples of relative clauses from the Totonac languages Cerro Xinolatépetl, Filomeno Mata, Olintla, Ozelonacaxtla, and Cerro del Carbón, and for all three Tepehua languages. In the sections that follow, I will summarize what can be extracted from this fragmentary data, beginning with Tepehua in section 3.2 and then moving on to the Totonac group in section 3.3.
Tepehua
The most detailed description of relative clauses in Tepehua languages is found in SmytheKung's (2007) doctoral dissertation on Huehuetla Tepehua. Smythe-Kung gives examples of both externally-headed post-nominal (41) and headless (42) In both cases, these are subject-centred relative clauses introduced by a relativizer, huː, which is homophonous with the article that is found introducing noun phrases such as the head of the relative clause in (41), huː papaːnin 'the men'. The relativizer, like the article, is invariant and shows no agreement for number or animacy. Although Smythe-Kung makes no explicit reference to constituent order within the clause, none of her examples have fronted arguments and nothing precedes verbs except adverbial elements such as particles and the locative phrase seen in (41). The issue of noun-phrase accessibility in Huehuetla is complicated by the fact that the terminology used in the description of this language does not map directly onto the categories traditionally used in the discussion of the Acessiblity Hierarchy. According to Smythe Kung (2007: 592), externally-headed relative clauses can be formed on subjects, direct objects, indirect objects, oblique objects, and locative adjuncts. For Smythe Kung, direct objects are the single objects of transitive verbs, and indirect objects are the recipients in ditransitive verbs such as that in (43) However, objects like these are oblique only in the semantic sense that they are not part of the basic valency of the verb; syntactically, it is not clear that they are oblique objects in the usual meaning of the term and, based on descriptions of applied objects in Tlachichilco (Watters 1989) , they would probably not be considered "oblique" by Keenan and Comrie (1977) , although they would still rank below direct objects and above locative adjuncts. Kung (2007: 592) writes that these are confined to subject-centred constructions, there is some evidence that other types of headless relatives are possible, as shown by the following example from the text in Smythe Kung (2012): 7 7 I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for pointing me to this example. The translations of the glosses from Spanish in this and subsequent examples from the texts in Levy and Beck (2012) Here, the referent of the headless relative clause corresponds to the object of the verb ʔulaː 'X places Y'. It may be that the constraint against headless relatives formed on non-subjects noted by Smythe Kung is more of a dispreference than an absolute prohibition, and additional examples may surface in future investigations. Relative clauses in Tlachichilco Tepehua have not been described in detail, although a few examples and some structural observations about them can be found in Watters (1988: 120, 461-2, 467-72) . According to Watters, both externally-headed (47) and headless (48) 1POSS-kinsman 'The one I came with is my relative(male).' (Watters 1988: 120) In both of these examples, the target of relativization is an applied object added to the valency of the verb by an applicative-puː-'means, path' in (47) and t'aː-'comitative' in (48). Watters (1988) also presents examples of subject-(p. 472) and direct-object centred (p. 462) relative clauses, but does not mention the possibility of forming relative clauses on locative expressions. As in Huehuetla, in Tlachichilco relative clauses are introduced by an element, yuː, that is homophonous with a determiner also used to introduce noun phrases-although, unlike Huehuetla, Tlachichilco has other determiners as well, and the one used with relative clauses is textually less-frequent (Watters 1988: 466) . This also seems to be true of Pisaflores Tepehua, judging by the text in MacKay and Trechsel (2012a) , where the cognate element, yuu, is glossed as 'that' or 'the one that' when introducing relative clauses, both externally-headed (49) Both of these relatives, one subject-centred (50) and one objected-centred (49), are introduced by yuu (glossed here as a relativizer to facilitate comparison), which (50) shows to be invariant for number. Judging from some unanalyzed examples in MacKay and Trechsel (2010) , Pisaflores may also have relative clauses introduced by the determiner ʔan, though this remains to be confirmed by further investigation. In summary, then, Tepehua languages use determiners or elements cognate with determiners to introduce both externally-headed and headless relative clauses which can be centred on any type of object; the presence of locative-centred relative clauses has only been substantiated for Huehuetla Tepehua. There is no evidence for internally-headed constructions in any of these languages, and all attested examples of relatives thus far follow predicate-initial constituent order in the embedded clause.
Totonac
The Totonac branch of the family is somewhat larger and more ramified than the Tepehua branch. In the sections below I will begin with the most divergent Totonac language, Misantla, and then move on to the Central group, divided up into Northern, Cerro Xinolatépetl, Filomeno Mata, Lowland, and Sierra subgroups.
Misantla Totonac
Relatively little is known about relative clauses in Misantla. While there is a very good grammar of Misantla Totonac (MacKay 1999), this work is focused primarily on the phonology and morphology of the language and does not touch at all on relativization. There are, however, some unanalyzed examples in MacKay and Trechsel (2005) that are given as translations of sentences that contain relative clauses in Spanish. These are all externally-headed constructions and most are introduced by an element glossed as a determiner in the texts in MacKay and Trechsel (2012b), as in the example shown in (51): If these are indeed relative clauses, we have a headless subject-centred relative clause in (54) and an (instrumental) object-centred construction in (55). Both are introduced by tuː(t) 'what', the cognate of the Upper Necaxa non-human relativizer. Thus, it seems possible that Misantla uses different relativizers for externally-headed constructions (and, potentially, internally-headed constructions if that is the correct interpretation of (52) above). However, given that both of these examples here involve a matrix verb of speaking (maːsiyṵ 'X recounts Y' and wan 'X says Y'), another possibility is that we are looking at sentential complements of verbs in the form of "embedded questions"-subordinate clauses introduced by interrogative words subcategorized for by a certain class of verb. These would not be relative clauses in the traditional sense in that they are not adnominal modifiers (a role filled in Misantla by the determiner-headed constructions seen in (51) above), but it seems like a very small step, both semantically and syntactically, between the use of constructions like these in the more restrictive context (complement of a specifc type of verb) to a less restricted use as an argument of verbs in general, making them the functional equivalent of headless relative clauses in sentences like the Upper Necaxa example in (18) above. Where exactly on this cline the Misantla tuː-constructions are is still uncertain. Even so, it does seem to be the case that Misantla occupies an intermediate position between Tepehua, which makes exclusive use of a determiner in relativization, and Upper Necaxa (and other Totonac languages, as we'll see below), which has taken an additional step and extended the use of tiː/tuː to adnominal relative constructions. We will return to this issue in section 4.
Northern Totonac
The only member of the Northern group of the Central Totonac branch of the family that has any substantial amount of documentation yet, other than Upper Necaxa, is Apapantilla. 10 Not unsurprisingly, relative clauses in this language closely resemble those in Upper Necaxa, although the Apapantilla relativizers are a̰ ntiː and a̰ ntuː. The examples in (56) and (57) (Reid 1991: 58) The relativizers here appear to be composed, at least etymologically, of tiː/tuː and what was historically a deictic element, *a̰ n (cf. Upper Necaxa a̰ n 'medial non-demonstrative determiner').
Fronting of an argument within the relative clause is mentioned as a possibility in Reid et al. (1968) , where the following example is given: Apapantilla Totonac (60) a̰ ntiː leːx ɬuːwa̰ tasaːkwa̰ ḭškaːmaːskuxma̰ ː laqaliːyaːn]
[a̰ ntiː leːx ɬuːwa̰ tasaːkwa̰ ḭš-kaː-maː-skux-ma̰ ː laqaliːyaːn Ø SUB ] [ HREL much many peon PAST-CAUS-work-PROG daily __ 'the one who employed very many peons daily' 11 (Reid et al. 1968: 47) The authors note that this type of fronting within a dependent clause is possible when the fronted element is "emphasized" or the fronted element contains a quantifier, as in (60) So it would seem that Apapantilla resembles Upper Necaxa in covering most of the Accessibility Hierarchy.
Cerro Xinolatépetl Totonac
The remainder of the Totonac languages fall into the South Central-Lowland division, which is comprised by two large branches encompassing an undetermined number of variants, Lowland and Sierra, and two individual languages, Cerro Xinolatépetl and Filomeno Mata, which appear to be peripheral to either of these branches. The relative clause here is introduced by the locative relativizer ɬaa=, likely cognate with the relativizing element xa̰ ː used in the locative-centred relative clauses in Upper Necaxa in (36) and 0 above. In total, there are 31 instances of relative clauses in the text in McFarland (2012) and while this is a very small sample on which to make generalizations about constituent order, in all but one of the examples the relativizing clitic attaches to a verbal or non-verbal predicate, and in one case (p. 274, line 41) it attaches to an adverbial element glossed as 'now' preceding the verb, suggesting that there is at least a strong preference for relatives clauses to be predicate-initial.
Lowland Totonac
For the Lowland group, we have only information from Cerro del Carbón (a.k.a. Papantla Totonac), once again gleaned from texts (Levy 2012) . In this language, we appear to find a structural distinction between externally-headed and headless relative clauses. An externallyheaded object-centred relative clause is illustrated in (69) __ iš-tampíː-n kḭwi] mat ta-wan-yaː 3POSS-under-NMLZR tree QTV 3PL.SUB-say.it-IMPF 'The men that were at the foot of the tree said …' (Levy 2012: 392, line 189) In both examples, the relative clause is introduced by níːma, which varies neither with the animacy nor the number of the head of the relative construction. The texts contain 14 examples of externally-headed relative clauses, all of which are subject-or object-centred, and in all of which the relativizer immediately precedes the verb. Headless relatives, on the other hand, use tuː and tiː, as in (71) and (72) (Levy 2012: 464, line 255) In (73), the verb kiɬwama 'say something' is preceded by a demonstrative amáː 'that'; however, it isn't entirely clear what the role of the demonstrative is in this sentence. One possibility is that it expresses the object (what the rabbit is saying), in which case this is an example of an internally-headed relative clause. Another possibility is that tuː amáː functions as a unit, forming a demonstrative relativizer. This is an interesting example and structures like these clearly merit further investigation.
Sierra Totonac
For the Sierra group, there are a few examples of relative clauses from Olintla Totonac found in the text in Tino (2012) . On the whole, these resemble the Northern Totonac pattern found in Upper Necaxa and Apapantilla, in which both externally-headed and headless relative clauses are introduced by a relativizer that varies according to animacy. Externally-headed constructions are
The nearby language of Huehuetla Totonac is described in Troiani (2004) , which does not address relativization directly but provides a few examples in texts. Only headless relative clauses are attested at all for this language, and these make use of the tu and ti relativizers. Examples (78) (Troiani 2004: 128, line 18) Of note in example (78) __ boy make-SUB.SUPP-PF 'They began to come see the one that had been given life, a boy had been made.' (Troiani 2004: 147, line 17) The second clause at the end of this example, kawása tɬawakaníːt, is glossed in the original as a relative clause 'the boy that has been made' but is set off from the rest of the utterance by a prosodic boundary ("//") which I've represented in the transcription line as a comma; however, there is no relativizer in the Totonac and the indefinite actors in the first clause (the unspecified group that is coming to see the boy) and the final clause (the unspecified actor that made the boy) are not the same, whereas identity of unspecified actors would be expected within the confines of a single sentence. The possibility remains that this is indeed a paratactic relative construction of the type seen in Misantla in (52), although to date no further evidence that this structure might exist in Huehuetla Totonac, or any other Sierra or Central Totonac language, has been found. Turning to the Totonac spoken in Ozelonacaxtla, we find half a dozen examples of relative clauses in the text in Román Lobato (2012) . These show the familiar Sierra pattern of externallyheaded and headless relatives introduced by relativizers that distinguish the animacy of the head of the relative clause, although the relativizers have a slightly different form. The inanimate relativizer (81) is given as tuku (cf. the Huehuetla form in (78) There is currently not enough data to determine if these are actually unanalyzed combinations of a relativizer and some other element, as we saw in Huehuetla Totonac, or if these are in fact fixed forms derived diachronically from such sources. The examples in (81) and (82) are object-and subject-centred, respectively. It also appears from an example given in Román Lobato (2008) that possessor-centred relatives are possible:
The man whose wife she was also didn't get into trouble.' (Román Lobato 2008: 67) This is an interesting example because the target of relativization is the possessor of the complement of the copular verb rather than of its argument. Of particular note in the Ozelonacaxtla data is the following example, in which it appears that one of the arguments of the embedded clause intervenes between the verb and the relativizer: In (84) we see that the noun wa̰ ʝa̰ 'hawk', the object of the verb tla̰ wa 'X makes Y into Z ', 15 immediately follows the relativizer titʃi, separating it from the verb. This would appear to be an example of argument fronting inside the relative clause, although another possibility is that wa̰ ʝa̰ 'hawk' here is not an ordinary object but some kind of predicate complement occupying the preverbal slot normally taken by secondary predicates. This will have to remain an open question, pending further investigation. Relative clauses in Zapotitlán Totonac (sometimes referred to in the literature as "Sierra" or "Highland Totonac") are described in an article by E. Aschmann (1984) , although the scope of that paper and the range of constructions discussed under the heading of "relative clause" is somewhat broader than ours is here. Drawing on the descriptions in this paper and on unanalyzed examples contained in the lexical database compiled by H. Aschmann (n.d.a), it can be seen that Zapotitlán strongly resembles the other Sierra languages in most respects. Externally-headed relatives are introduced by tiː and tuː relativizers that distinguish animacy, and may be subject-(85) or object-centred (86) (86) lḭya̰ nqo̰ ːy šmuɾaːɬka̰ n wa̰ ː [ⁿtuː ᵐpuːmuhuːqo̰ ːy šliːšqatna̰ ka̰ n] lḭya̰ n-qo̰ ː-y š-muɾaːɬ-ka̰ n wa̰ ː [tuː puːmuhuː-qo̰ ː-y take-3PL-IMPF 3POSS-bag-PL.PO that.one NREL put.into-3PL-IMPF š-liːšqatna̰ -ka̰ n Ø OBJ ] 3POSS-stake-PL.PO __ 'They take along their shoulder bags in which they put their stakes. ' (E. Aschmann 1984: 20) Of particular note in these constructions is the presence of the element wa̰ ː intervening between the head noun and the relativizer. This is an extremely frequent feature of relative constructions in Zapotitlán, so much so that H. Aschmann (n.d.a) analyzes the relativizers as wa̰ ːntiː and wa̰ ːntuː, respectively; however, there are examples (see (92) below) where the relativizer appears without wa̰ ː, and in E. Aschmann's (1984) article wa̰ ː is treated as a separate focus particle.
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Comparison with probable cognates in other Totonacan languages shows that this element is likely derived from a demonstrative element of some kind. E. Aschmann's article also provides examples of locative-centred (87) and possessor-centred (88) relative clauses:
FUT-1SG.SUB-go-IMPF-1PL.SUB __ '… you will destroy that village we are going to. ' (E. Aschmann 1984: 20) (88) naː tia̰ ntsax ta̰ sanikan yṵma̰ wa̰ ː [ⁿtiː ščišku] naː ti-a̰ n-tsax ta̰ sa-ni-kan yṵma̰ wa̰ ː [tiː š-čišku Ø POSS ] also PATH-go-now call-BEN-INDEF.SUB this.one that.one HREL 3POSS-husband __ 'Someone also went to call the one who was her husband. ' (E. Aschmann 1984: 14) The locative relativizer in (87) is notable in that it differs from the locative interrogative, ni 'where?', whereas Upper Necaxa uses the same form to introduce locative relatives as it uses to question locations. Headless relatives appear to be built along similar lines to externally-headed constructions. Headless subject-centred relative clauses with animate and inanimate referents are illustrated in (89) and (90) (85) and onwards in accordance with E. Aschmann's interpretation. It should also be noted that while E. Aschmann refers to wa̰ ː as a "focus particle" in her text, she glosses it as 'that one' in her interlinearizations, a practice I've followed here. Given that E. Aschmann only provides word-level glosses, I have also expanded her analyses by parsing out morphemelevel constituents of words.
Headless object-centred relative clauses are shown in (91) and (92):
FUT-1SG.SUB-look.for-BEN-IMPF-2OBJ HREL FUT-marry-IMPF:2SG.SUB __ 'I will look for the one whom you will marry.' (E. Aschmann 1984: 9)
NEG CAUS-make-CAUS-PFV NREL PAST-think-PF __ 'He did not accomplish what he had planned. ' (E. Aschmann 1984: 3) Note that these last examples lack the focus particle wa̰ ː and show clearly that it is a separable element from the relativizers tiː and tu:. A final example drawn from E. Aschmann (1984) is of special interest here, as it seems to be an example of both a fronted argument and of an internally-headed relative clause: Here we see a fronted object, šliːwat 'his/her food', immediately following the relativizer; this object is also the referent of the clause itself, making the construction internally-headed. Its positioning in front of the verb most likely implies some sort of focalization. It is unclear at this time whether the element yṵma̰ 'this one' would also be considered an external-head (rather than a determiner introducing a headless NP), although this seems likely given that in other examples this word appears to be a demonstrative pronoun. If this analysis turns out to be correct, (93) would be an example of what Dryer (2013) refers to as a "double-headed" relative clause, a pattern attested in only one of the 824 languages in his sample. The last language for which any information is available is Coyutla Totonac, although the data in this case is somewhat problematic. The lexical database complied by H. Aschmann (n.d.b) contains on the order of 1,800 examples of what appear to be relative clauses; however, 17 My assessment of this structure differs from E. Aschmann's, who treats it as a recursive embedding in which the verb following šliːwat 'his food' is subordinated in a paratactic relative construction; however, the gloss given by E. Aschmann, 'perhaps this food of his which they brought to him just kept on increasing', does not show recursive embedding (i.e., she does not gloss it as 'this one that is his food that they had brought him'). these sentences are all translations of isolated lines of Biblical text, rather than spontaneous spoken language. Thus, while we can draw inferences about structure from these sentences, conclusions about certain things such as constituent order, which is highly susceptible to influence from the source language during translation, must be considered extremely tentative.
In Coyutla, there seem to be two sets of relativizers used for forming relative clauses. The overwhelmingly most common strategy is the use of waːntu and waːnti as inanimate and animate relativizers, respectively, in both externally-headed and headless constructions. The following example illustrates both an externally-headed and a headless subject-centred relative: The structures here appear to be very much in line with what we have seen so far in Sierra and Northern Totonac. On closer analysis, the animate relativizer (as in Zapotitlán, see 0 above) appears to be, at least etymologically, composed of separate elements, and indeed wa ti is given an entry and defined as a relative pronoun in the database, which also contains five examples of relative clauses introduced by this pair of elements. wa itself is defined as a pronoun meaning 'that which is referred to' and is cognate with demonstrative elements across the language family (including the Zapotitlán wa̰ ː). The /n/ in waːnti is quite probably an effect of prenasalization at a phrase boundary, which is a common prosodic feature in Sierra Totonac languages (P. Levy, p.c.; see also McQuown 1990 , Román Lobato 2008 , McFarland 2009 , and the examples from Filomeno Mata and Sierra languages above). This hypothesis is supported by the lengthening of the vowel, another prosodic feature of certain phrase boundaries. Whether distribution of waːnti and wa ti is predictable on prosodic grounds, in which case it is a synchronic alternation, or if waːnti has been lexicalized as a unit and the choice is governed by other principles is a question that will have to wait for access to more naturalistic spoken data. Some support for the waːnti form being lexicalized comes from an examination of the inanimate relativizer waːntu, which does not show any alternation with a hypothetical wa tu form (nor is wa tu given an entry in H. Aschmann's database). (95) and (96) The embedded clause in (96) is a copular clause with an adjectival predicate. In addition to subject-centred relative-clauses like those above, object-centred relative clauses of both types are attested, as are a few possessor-centred relatives such as (97), introduced by waːntu, and (98) Thus it seems that Coyutla has access to nearly the full range of the Accessibility Hierarchy.
Another feature of the Coyutla data is that there are a few examples of object-centred relative clauses in which the subject precedes the embedded verb, such as the externally-headed relative in (99) God 1OBJ-PL.OBJ-give-PF-2OBJ __ 'the love that God has given us' (H. Aschmann, n.d.b) In this example, the verb kinkaːmaːškḭːniːtán 's/he has given it to us' is preceded by its subject, Dios 'God'. In (100), the verb wanípa̰ ːt 'you are saying it about him/her' is preceded by a second-person singular independent pronoun, wiš: As noted above, however, this data should be handled cautiously when it comes to drawing conclusions about possible word order, given that these sentences are translations, which even in fluent bilinguals are notoriously vulnerable to interference from the source language when it comes to constituent ordering. Nevertheless, sentences like these strongly suggest that Coyutla permits the fronting of arguments inside relative clauses. Another relative or relative-like construction that turns up with some frequency in the Coyutla data is a construction introduced by tiku (animate) or tuku (inanimate):
Coyutla Totonac (101) tiku la šapṵːɬ šqa̰ ɬa̰ ːnán tiku la ša-pṵːɬ š-qa̰ ɬa̰ ː-nan someone how DTV-first PAST-steal-INDEF.OBJ 'one that before (now) would steal' (H. Aschmann, n.d.b) (102) niː lay tuku tsḛːq ƛawakán niː la-y tuku tsḛːq ƛawa-kan NEG do-IMPF something hidden make-INDEF.SUB 'There is nothing that is done in secret. ' (H. Aschmann, n.d.b) These constructions are invariably translated as relative clauses and seem to consistently have an indefinite reference. Both tiku and tuku combine with the negative niː to form the expressions for 'nobody' and 'nothing', indicating that they are likely, at least in origin, indefinite pronouns. If these are indeed native relative clauses (as opposed to non-native formations created under the pressure of translating Biblical text), this is the first evidence we have of a distinction between headless relative clauses with definite and indefinite referents.
Conclusions: Diachronic and synchronic perspectives
Although the data surveyed in the preceding sections is fragmentary and, for many languages, we can only draw tentative conclusions based on a handful of examples, a family profile does seem to be emerging. It appears that all Totonacan languages can form externally-headed, postnominal relatives with a gap in the embedded clause. Headless relative clauses are also attested in all the languages surveyed. Externally-headed constructions seem to have access to a fairly broad range of the Accessibility Hierarchy: object-centred constructions are attested for all of the languages and, given that all of the languages for which numerous examples are available (Upper Necaxa, Apapantilla, Zapotitlán, and Coyutla) go down the hierarchy at least as far as possessor-centred constructions, it seem likely that this type of relative is not attested for the others simply due to the lack of data. The presence of internally-headed relative clauses is unequivocally attested only in Upper Necaxa, although there are examples of what could be interpreted as internally-headed constructions in Misantla (52), Cerro del Carbón (73),and Zapotitlán (93) as well. Good evidence for argument fronting is seen in Upper Necaxa, Apapantilla, and Cerro del Carbón, and the data suggest that it may be possible in Misantla, Ozelonacaxtla, Zapotitlán, and Coyutla. Given that fronted arguments in languages where we do have evidence for it are subject to rather specific discourse-conditions, it again seems probable that fronting is also an option in some or all of the other languages in the family, and we might expect it to turn up as more data comes in.
The only structural distinction that correlates with a major phylogenetic grouping is whether or not the relative clause is introduced by a dedicated relativizer that agrees in animacy with its head. In Tepehua, relative clauses are introduced by an invariant element homophonous with a determiner (or one of the determiners) used in noun phrases, whereas Central Totonac languages make use of the tiː/tuː relativizers (or variants of these). Misantla, which occupies a coordinate branch with respect to Central Totonac, seems to have both types of structure, although there are only clear attestations of the dedicated relativizers being used in what are either headless relative constructions or are complement clauses resembling English embedded questions. It is also of interest that in Cerro del Carbón, our only representative of the Lowland group, there appears to be a structural distinction between externally-headed and headless relative clauses as well, with the tiː/tuː relativizers again found in the headless constructions. In Cerro del Carbón, however, the element used to introduce externally-headed relatives does not appear to be part of the regular determiner system, and so this may not be a cognate construction with the Misantla or Tepehua determiner-headed relatives, but rather a later innovation-at least as far as as the origins of the relativizer are concerned. However, the use of the tiː/tuː forms in Cerro del Carbón headless relatives does seem clearly linked to the use of these forms in the Misantla "embedded question" pattern.
The link to embedded questions is also apparent in the diachronic origins of the tiː/tuː relativizer itself. As noted above, the Upper Necaxa relativizers are homophonous with the animate/inanimate interrogative pronouns in that language, and a look across the family ( Table 1 below) shows that this is a consistent pattern. A tiː/tuː animacy distinction in the interrogatives is found in all the Totonac languages and traces of it remain in Tepehua; in much of the Totonac branch of the family, the forms of the relativizers and interrogatives are, if not identical, then clearly etymologically related. Indeed, as seen in Table 1 , the interrogatives and relativizers are homophonous in five of the languages of the Central Totonac group-Upper Necaxa, Filomeno Mata, Olintla, Huehuetla, and Zapotitlán. In Cerro del Carbón, the interrogatives are tiku and tuku (cf. the Ozelonacaxtla inanimate relativizer, tuku), and the Coyutla relativizers used in indefinite relatives in (101) and 0 above are likely based, at least diachronically, on tiː and tuː as well. In Apapantilla, the animate interrogative is tiː and the inanimate is tučuː-again, the latter form seems likely due to the combination of tuː and some other element (cf. Upper Necaxa tuː čṵ? 'what (thing)?'). In Misantla, the 'what?' interrogative is tuː and the 'who?' interrogative, tiːyu, is almost certainly derived from tiː. The Tepehua languages for the most part seem to have preserved only tiː interrogative forms, erasing the animacy distinction in questions; however, both the Pisaflores (MacKay and Trechsel 2012a) and Tlachichilco (Watters n.d) The diachronic origins of the tiː/tuː relativizers in interrogative pronouns naturally returns us to the issue, raised at the beginning of this paper, of the nature of the relativizers in the synchronic grammars of the various languages. Given the familiarity of languages where interrogatives are homophonous with genuine relative pronouns, it might be tempting to declare "once a pronoun, always a pronoun." However, things aren't quite that simple. While the tiː/tuː relativizers do seem pronoun-like in that they encode a category, animacy, that belongs to nouns, it should be noted that the animacy distinction (human/non-human) here is a semantic category that manifests itself only in the interrogatives/relativizers and can not be considered an inflectional category of Totonacan nouns or pronouns in general. On the other hand, case, the category most commonly associated with relative pronouns in the literature (e.g., Comrie and Kuteva 2013) , is an inflection of nouns or pronouns in those languages that are analyzed as having relative pronouns. The main reason that case-marking is often considered diagnostic for relative pronouns is that case gives overt clues to the syntactic relations between the pronominal element and a governing verb-specifically, for relative pronouns, the case-marking reflects the argument relations between the head of the relative construction and the verb in the embedded clause. Complementizers, however, are not arguments of the verbs contained by the clauses they introduce, nor are they expected to be affected by the embedded verb's government pattern: their primary function is to govern the subordinated clause as a whole, to signal subordination, and, frequently, to demarcate one of the boundaries of the subordinated construction. In the Totonacan languages, unfortunately, case is non-existent and so its presence/absence can not be used as diagnostic for relative pronouns. We can, however, apply some basic syntactic reasoning to the problem, allowing us to consider the issues at a level other than the surface expression of morphological categories like case. Figure 3 presents two possible analyses of the sentence in (103)-an externally-headed, subject-centred relative clause-using a simplified dependency tree to represent the syntactic structure:
Upper Necaxa Totonac (103) ʔawa̰ čá̰ n [tiː taliːtatsḛ́ ʔa ḭstsḭːká̰ n] ʔawa̰ čá̰ -n [tiː ta-liː-ta-tsḛʔ-a ḭš-tsḭː-ka̰ n Ø SUB ] boy-PL HREL 3PL.SUB-INST-DCS-hide-IMPF 3POSS-mother-PL.PO __ 'those boys that hide behind their mother('s skirts)'
The trees used in Figure 3 and below are roughly equivalent to surface-syntactic trees used in Meaning-Text Theory (Mel'čuk 1988) , where circles indicate lexical items, solid arrows show head-dependant relations, and the dashed arrow represents co-referentiality between the head of a relative clause and the relativized element in the embedded clause. The Ø represents an elided element. The tree on the left side of Figure 3 treats tiː as a complementizer, a subordinating element that governs the embedded clause and links it to the noun being modified. The head of the relative construction-the modified noun, ʔawa̰ čá̰ n 'boys'-is overt, and the co-referential target of relativization is gapped inside the embedded clause. The tree on the right treats the human relativizer tiː as a relative pronoun occupying an argument slot-subject (S)-of the embedded verb. The verb itself depends directly on the head of the relative construction, which is co-referential with the pronoun in the relative clause. In contrast, the complementizing tiː in the tree on the left side of Figure 3 is not considered a pronoun and is not coreferential with the head of the relative construction, although it agrees with it in animacy.
Practically-speaking, either of the trees in Figure 3 seems to be a plausible representation of (103), and there is little to choose between the two. However, the same cannot be said of the two structures in Figure 4 , which represent (104), the internally-headed version of (103):
Upper Necaxa Totonac (104) [tiː taliːtatsḛ́ ʔa ʔawa̰ čá̰ n ḭstsḭːká̰ n] Ø [tiː ta-liː-ta-tsḛʔ-a ʔawa̰ čá̰ -n ḭš-tsḭː-ka̰ n] __ HREL 3PL.SUB-INST-DCS-hide-IMPF boy-PL 3POSS-mother-PL.PO 'those boys that hide behind their mother('s skirts)' The analysis that treats tiː as a complementizer, shown in the tree on the left side of Figure 4 , offers a fairly straightforward treatment of the internally-headed construction exactly parallel to the tree on the lefthand side of Figure 3 -only in this case it is the external head of the relative clause that is elided and the argument of the embedded verb is left in place (cf. a similar proposal, couched in different terms, by Cole 1987) . The relative-pronoun analysis of the internally-headed construction on the right side of Figure 4 is more problematic. As a relative pronoun, tiː would be expected to fill an argument position of the embedded verb; however, as shown in the diagram, this leaves nowhere for the nominal head of the construction to go, the valency of the embedded verb being "saturated" by the relative pronoun. While it might be possible to invent additional (and rather abstract) syntactic rules for argument-doubling or allowing the linearization of an external head inside of a relative clause, these would be ad hoc rules invented solely for the purposes of representing a single structure, whereas the complementizer analysis of the relativizers serves to model both the sentences in (103) and (104) without recourse to any additional machinery.
Analyzing the tiː/tuː relativizers as complementizers effectively reduces the distinction between externally-headed and internally-headed relative clauses to a choice made by speakers as to which of the two lexical expressions of the head of the relative clause to elide-the internal argument of the embedded verb (the gapping strategy obligatorily applied in languages like English), or the external head of the larger NP containing the relative clause. As shown in Figure  5 , this approach also extends itself very naturally to representing headless relatives such as (105) In the headless construction, both the external and internal expressions of the head of the relative clause are elided, something that seems perfectly natural for a Totonacan language which routinely elides NPs in a wide variety of contexts.
The complementizer analysis of the relativizers in Figure 5 neatly models all three types of Upper Necaxa relative clauses, and could easily be extended to double-headed clauses such the Zapotitlán sentence in (93) above, which would simply be an example of a construction in which neither external head nor internal argument was elided (or perhaps one in which the external head is pronominalized). Treating the relativizers as complementizers reduces the differences between all of these structures to a single parameter, selection of which NP or NPs to elide from the surface form of the sentence. How this choice is made is still an open question, but is likely to depend on the same considerations of information/communicative structure that govern the elision (and ordering) of NPs and other constituents in other contexts.
An added benefit of thinking of the tiː/tuː elements as complementizers is that it suggests a very natural diachronic progression from an original proto-Totonacan scenario where *tiː and *tuː were interrogative pronouns and, possibly, used as complementizers in the embedded question type of subordinate clause illustrated by the Misantla examples in (54) and (55) above. At this stage, relativization would have been accomplished using determiners or demonstrative elements, as it is in Tepehua and Misantla today. The subordinate structures introduced by interrogatives could then have passed through an intermediate stage where they were more generalized as a means of forming sentential arguments-essentially, a syntactic means of "nominalizing" clauses, creating predications with nominal referents-while adnominal modification by clauses continued to be carried out by determiner-headed constructions. This is possibly the situation as it stands in Misantla. Cerro del Carbón would then represent an innovation on this pattern whereby it uses the tiː/tuː constructions as arguments but has evolved another element as a specialized subordinator for clauses used in adnominal modification. The final step in the progression would be the generalization of the tiː/tuː subordinating pattern from argument-formation to modification, replacing the determiner-headed relative construction altogether and giving us the pattern seen today in Northern and Sierra, as well as in Cerro Xinolatépetl and Filomeno Mata. If correct, this progression means that, perhaps counterintuitively, the construction used in adnominal modification in most Central Totonac languages has its origin in a construction that was once used exclusively to form headless relatives (or, more accurately, the functional equivalent of headless relatives-syntactically nominalized subordinate clauses with nominal referents). The diachronic origins of the relativizers in interrogatives also help to explain the somewhat anomalous (though not unprecedented‚ e.g. Zwart 1993 Zwart , 2006 Haegeman and van Koppen 2012; Lewis 2013 ) phenomenon of agreement in Upper Necaxa complementizers.
All of this is, of course, still highly speculative, and the game is still in its early stages, given the incomplete information we have about relatives and other types of subordination in so many of the languages in the family. Of particular importance would be some clarification of the situation in Misantla-which could potentially represent an important intermediate stage of development-and some further insight into the origins of the Cerro del Carbón relativizer níːma, as well as its distribution in other languages of the Lowland Totonac group. The presence of internally-headed relative clauses has only been confirmed in two languages, Upper Necaxa and Zapotitlán-although these are attested in Coahuitlán Totonac (Moore 2016) , and there are potential examples in Misantla, Cerro del Carbón, and Ozelonacaxtla as well. The possible development of a distinction between definite and indefinite relative clauses in Coyulta (see (101) and (102) above is also well-worth looking into, particularly given the typological work linking interrogative and indefinite forms in other languages (Ultan 1978; Haspelmath 1997; Bhat 2000 Bhat , 2004 . It is to be hoped that the findings presented in this paper will be an incentive for further investigation into relative and subordinate clauses in the Totonacan family, and that this work in turn will improve our understanding of relativization and its diachronic development in these and other languages of the world.
